WAUS44 KKCI 250245
WA4S
DFWS WA 250245
AIRMET SIERRA FOR IFR AND MTN OBSCN VALID UNTIL 250900
NO SGFNT IFR EXP OUTSIDE OF CNVT ACT.

OTLK VALID 0900-1500Z
AREA 1...IFR TN MS AL
BOUND BY 50S IIU-60ESE BWG-30SSW LOZ-20ENE GQO-20NW IGB-30ESE
MEM-40W BWG-50S IIU
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM PCPN/BR/FG. CONDS DVLPG 09-12Z. CONDS
CONTG THRU 15Z.

AREA 2...MTN OBSCN TN KY
BOUND BY 50S HNN-HMV-GQO-50WSW LOZ-50S HNN
MTNS OBSC BY CLDS/PCPN/BR/FG. CONDS DVLPG 09-12Z. CONDS CONTG
THRU 15Z.

WAUS44 KKCI 250245
WA4T
DFWT WA 250245
AIRMET TANGO FOR TURB AND LLWS VALID UNTIL 250900

AIRMET TURB...OK TX AR TN MS AL NE KS MO IL IN KY
FROM 40NNW GLD TO 40ESE MCI TO 40ESE AXC TO HNN TO HMV TO 40SW
MSL TO 30SE LIT TO 50W LBL TO GLD TO 40NNW GLD
MOD TURB BTN FL280 AND FL410. CONDS CONTG BYD 03Z THRU 09Z.

AIRMET TURB...OK TX AR TN MS AL KS MO MI LH IL IN KY
FROM DXO TO FWA TO CVG TO HNN TO HMV TO GQO TO 50S GQO TO 70SSE
MMB TO 70SSE TBE TO 30ESE TBE TO 50W LBL TO GLD TO 30E UIN TO DXO
MOD TURB BTN FL280 AND FL410. CONDS CONTG BYD 09Z THRU 15Z.

LLWS POTENTIAL...TN KY
BOUND BY HNN-20N HMV-30NNW GQO-40S BNA-20ENE BWG-HNN
LLWS EXP. CONDS DVLPG 03-06Z. CONDS CONTG BYD 09Z ENDG 12-15Z.

OTLK VALID 0900-1500Z
AREA 1...TURB OK TX AR TN MS AL KS MO IL IN KY
BOUND BY 20W HNN-HMV-GQO-40NNW ATL-40SE SQS-60ESE TBE-50SSE
GLD-20NNW OSW-20W HNN
MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL410. CONDS CONTG THRU 09Z.
AREA 2...TURB TN AL KY
BOUNDARY BY 50W HNN-HNN-HMV-GQO-40E MSL-30SW BNA-50W HNN
MOD TURB BLW 080. CONDS DVLPG 03-06Z. CONDS CONTG THRU 09Z.
....

WAUS44 KKCI 250454 AAA
WA4T
DFWT WA 250454 AMD
AIRMET TANGO UPDT 1 FOR TURB AND LLWS VALID UNTIL 250900
.
AIRMET TURB...OK TX AR TN MS AL SD NE KS IA MO WI LM MI LH IL IN
KY...UPDT
FROM 20WSW DXO TO FWA TO CVG TO HNN TO HMV TO GQO TO 50SE GQO TO
30SE MSL TO 50SE MEM TO 40ENE LIT TO 70SSE MMB TO 70SSE TBE TO
30ESE TBE TO 50W LBL TO GLD TO 50NW AXC TO 20WSW DXO
MOD TURB BTN FL280 AND FL420. CONDS CONTG BYD 09Z THRU 15Z.
.
LLWS POTENTIAL...TN KY
BOUNDARY BY HNN-20N HMV-30NNW GQO-40S BNA-20ENE BWG-HNN
LLWS EXP. CONDS DVLPG 03-06Z. CONDS CONTG BYD 09Z ENDG 12-15Z.
....